I will just expand on this a little bit.
of course there is nothing wrong with making Latte’s and handing out flyers at a church and
helping the crew set up and pull down the chairs etc. this is all part of the "servant heart of Jesus
himself’ and genuine Fellowship not Followship (big difference) but in a Religious Church these
things are EXPECTED in many cases Demands are put on PEOPLES Time, Talents &
Treasures.
This is all well and good if the LOVE RELATIONSHIP IS A TWO WAY STREET but
unfortunately in the Religious Church it's a ONE WAY STREET.
You are EXPECTED TO SERVE and the LOVE becomes "manipulation" to the spiritually weak
to "conform to the Religious system”.
If the Relationships of Genuine Love of Jesus flow both ways then everybody is happy and
happy to serve volunteer and help out, but in a Religious Church this empty creeping feeling
comes upon you that they (the Religious Church don't really care about you and you are just a
number to them) who are really just using you and giving you "guilt trips" if you don't comply.
They do this by Emotional anchors:
1) establish a sort of "happy to see you Face at the door but inside the "Church box "
there is RELIGIOUS compliance.

2)After they establish Emotional Anchors they then pull the "Guilt trip on you" .
in an attempt to get you attending every meeting and social function until they establish "control
over you " often this can be done through the female partners/wives as the Jezebel spirit is
very strong in religious Churches.
3)If you don't comply with the Religious system they then isolate you.
you
(subtlety) and work on the "divide and concur " methodology of "making you feel unwelcome"
(because they can't control you).
Today's Religious Church is all about Dependency on so called (usually self appointed)
Leadership .
In a controlling system that DISEMPOWERS YOU AND EMPOWERS THOSE OVER YOU as
you are Trained to depend on them emotionally.
What has this got to do with Jesus
Je
?
ABSOLUTELY NOTHING !
JESUS CAME TO SET YOU FREE!
Not
ot put you into religious bondage stifling every creative fibre out of your being until
ultimately you get RELIGIOUSLY LABOTOMIZED then like a "cyber man" you just do what
your told WITHOUT QUESTION .
This ladies and Gentlemen is the jezebel religious spirit we face intertwined throughout the
2017 Religious Church.
NO LOVE THERE I'M AFRAID JUST USE & SUBTLE ABUSE OF FREEDOMS OFTEN IN THE
NAME OF JESUS BUT HE IS NOWHERE TO BE FOUND IN THE PROGRAMMING!
Remember Jesus is the Program and the Church is in YOU & I AND the ultimate test of any
Religious Spirit is ;
HOW THEY TREAT PEOPLE IN RELATIONSHIPS IS IT GENUINE LOVE OR CONTROL ?
THAT IS THE QUESTION!
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